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Primus electronics morris il
We help you create and maintain wireless networks by providing quality products, value-added services and integrated solutions. We are committed to ensuring that the command system is easy and effortless for you. Register now These cable identification clips have certainly been designed in the
foreground and are an eco-friendly alternative to colored electric tape. It's part of the AT&amp;T Mobility RAN P&amp;I Hardware Standards Policy. See ColorCodedCuffs™ HERE! Page 2 Primus Corporate Headquarters4180 E Sand Ridge RoadMorris, IL 60450(800) 435-1636 tel(800) 767-7605 fax
Primus West601 S 55th AvenuePhoenix, AZ 85043(480) 606-1520 tel Primus provides a complete chain of tower equipment supply that allows citizens, businesses and the government to access information essential for the well-being and productivity of all. The public's enjoyment of cultural,
entertainment and sporting events is enhanced, with unlimited access to reliable communications. Primus' DAS technologies help you stay connected with solutions that provide coverage and capacity with reliable wireless services in challenging environments. From first response to large fleet services,
Primus helps you power the terrestrial mobile radio system with interoperability solutions that enable seamless communication between all units and those in need of assistance. Primus works with planning and IT officials from design to installation and operation, so key officials and departments
experience fully reliable connectivity. These solutions create a better informed audience and improved security through early warnings, pubic alerts and disaster preparedness. An informed investment in telecommunications helps pave the way for state-of-the-art energy solutions. Whether customised or
stock-based configurations are needed, Primus provides communications infrastructure that allows utilities to better monitor and control the production and delivery of electricity, gas and electricity. Travellers have spoken: they want full connectivity at all times. Wi-Fi services and an outlet per seat can
increase the number of passengers. The extensive telecommunications solutions available at Primus meet consumer requirements and also keep dispatchers connected to trains, buses, trucks and ships carrying people and goods and stimulate economic growth. High-speed connectivity can increase
enrollment through greater access to courses and study materials. When students can use distance learning, there are fewer absences caused by illness or absenteeism. Primus' communication solutions allow school officials to communicate quickly with students, parents, employees and neighbours.
provides solutions that facilitate training and help protect people, buildings, equipment and intellectual property. Primus offers telecommunications solutions that enable health professionals to monitor remotely, prevent life-threatening events and quickly connect with the first responders. Safety at work is
not only a requirement, but also a fundamental requirement for completing a project on time. Primus has an extensive inventory of safety products from the highest quality manufacturers and is committed to helping customers acquire the skills and competencies needed to obtain maximum value from
product purchases and perform safe work. Primus is pleased to offer a range of courses, certifications and educational presentations for your product training and fall protection needs. Click below to see popular trainings offered through our partners. Course Description: A 1-day course, led by the
instructor, Access Master™ OTDR Certification is another high quality Anritsu training. An opening lecture uses physical demonstrations of how fiber optics work, to make the theory concrete and memorable. Hands-on labs are extensive, and the small size of the class provides plenty of coaching
instructor. Certification shall be based on participation in practical exercises and the promotion of a short written examination. What you get: - Course Manual - Full Color - Official Anritsu Certification - at the passing of the practical exam (identity card is sent by post after training) - Use of Anritsu tools and
equipment during training - Small group training - Expert instructors with years of real experience Book course description: Das active certification is a 3-day course that teaches theory and practical considerations and assembly procedures , installation and testing of active portions of distributed antenna
systems. Upon successful completion, students will know how to use the tools to measure, interpret and analyze information to find problems and correct them, and to have a solid strategy for consistent documentation and an efficient and efficient workflow. The purpose and true value of this course is
that it will teach students to do the job correctly first by avoiding costly rework. Anritsu's active DaS certification offers: - 60% practical practice with Access Master - Instructor-led by an expert with 15 years of experience in dAS engineering and installation - All necessary tests and troubleshooting
practiced on a Corning 1 Active DA simulation The Ses they built - Daily tests on theory for self-assessment of progress throughout - Practice reading and interpreting standard documentation and engineering parameters - Hands-on fiber splicing and skills evaluation Register Description : This intense
one-day training course focuses on performing PIM measurements using the covering theory, and laboratories. Students will learn technical aspects of PIM measurements, confiscate a PIM measurement, locate PIM and more. After successfully completing the course, students will receive a PIM
completion measurement certificate, along with a photo photo verification of the necessary skills and knowledge regarding the functioning of PIM Master and PIM measurements. The last half of the class is used to take the practical exam and the written exam. In the hands-on exam, students will have to
measure PIM and troubleshoot malfunctions in a particular cable transmission line. What you receive: Course Manual Certificate of Completion on Passing Exams Photo ID Card Register Course Description: This intense two-day instructor driven training focuses on RF line sweep theory and technology.
Students will learn technical aspects of the maturation line, including how to configure a line sweep and how different system components affect the sweep line measurements. After successfully completing the course, students will receive a master certificate site completion, along with a photo ID card,
checking the required skills and knowledge of the running of the site-master and training the RF line sweep. The last four hours of the class are used to take the practical exam and the written exam. In the entrance exam, students will be required to troubleshoot malfunctions in a particular cable
transmission line and measure system parameters. What you receive: Course Manual Certificate of Completion and Photography ID Card (when passing exams) Registry Course Description: S412E LMR Master from Anritsu is a single tool that combines all the tools needed to install, maintain, and certify
Land Mobile Radio systems. This four-day instructor-led class will give students a complete overview of the S412E MrL Master, allowing them to make full use of the many features and functions offered in this compact and lightweight tool. Extensive use of laboratories helps the student become competent
with the tool. Students will sweep cables, tune Duplexers, learn to use a spectrum analyzer and measure AM/FM/PM, P25, NXDN, DMR2, PTC and LTE signals, learn about mapping coverage, get hunting tips for interference, learn to use Channel Scanner and Power Meter functions in S412E.
Description of the registration course: This 3-day course led by the instructor teaches theory and practical considerations and procedures for assembling, installing and testing distributed antenna systems. Upon successful completion, students will know how to use the tools to measure, interpret and
analyze information to find problems and correct them, and to have a solid strategy for consistent documentation and an efficient and efficient workflow. The purpose and true value of this course is that it will teach students to do the job correctly first by avoiding costly rework. Anritu's Passive Certification
Offers: - will learn: to use a Master Site S331L and a PIM Master MW82119B - What is a DAS and works - DAS components, their functions, and performance intervals - Line sweep and PIM theory - Correct cleaning procedures for PIM testing - Test test troubleshooting DAS components and assemblies
and subassemblies for loss of return, PIM and loss of insertion (cable and DAS measurements) - Cable length measurement - Antenna positioning testing to avoid PIM sources in the environment - are built, tested and troubleshooted by simulated DAS branches and DAS floors - site maps and system
charts are used and applied - DAS documentation DAS recording the 2-day course formation on Signal Hawk includes more than the basic use of the unit; also includes training in RF theory, communication and signal systems, noise sources, causes and interference, signal levels and power
measurement, channel and adjacent power measurement, modulation types, filters, signal integrity, and more are included in the class. The class also includes engineering mathematics in explaining decibels, dBm, and other measurements in relation to RF power measurement. Students will be supplied
with appropriate testing equipment, but are encouraged to bring their own unit and all questions regarding signal analysis. The course is designed for all levels of understanding and expertise. Participants should include: Field Engineers, Store Technicians, Design Engineers, Communications Contractors,
Site Building Companies, and Site Managers Register 2-Day Course TX RX Systems Inc., part of Bird Technologies Group, through GHG, provides specialized training in the evaluation, design, installation and commissioning of RF coverage improvement systems, as well as comprehensive, hands-on
training in operation and optimization of the TX RX Signal Booster product line. TX RX has expanded the number of features available for use in maximizing system availability. TX RX Signal Booster II is an easy-to-use solution for installers and maintenance technicians, as well as operators or site
owners, even in the most difficult installation conditions. The new Signal Booster II delivers unparalleled performance and specifications, making it a leader in indoor RF signal distribution products. From caves and tourist attractions to airports and subways, TX RX Signal Boosters have found their way into
critical applications that depend on maximum system availability and operation in the most demanding events and situations. Current societal needs for 2-way communication in the 24/7 public safety application, all time operations with installations in locations, such as courts, federal buildings, hotels, and
sports complexes. Airports, railways, metro stations and any other public transport point may require signal to ensure full coverage to meet communication needs. TX RX Systems Inc. offers signal boosters for private wireless as well as public safety communication applications. Public. should include: RF
Site Managers, RF Site Technicians, RF Site Installers, RF Field Engineers, RF Systems Engineers Register Course Description: 8-Hour Class The Authorized Climber Program is designed to prepare people with little or no experience to be able to climb safely and work on different types and sizes of
towers. This course combines the areas of cognitive and psychomotor training, which ensures that the student will develop the knowledge base needed to safely climb and work on the towers, as well as the sets of practical skills needed to be able to safely perform his job functions. Book course
description: 24-hour class, three days of 8 hours This course exceeds the minimum requirements set by OSHA for the tower erection industry. The content of the course includes, but is not limited to: rescue training, fall-stopping systems, anchors and accident reporting procedures. The course is taught by
specialists in vertical rescue and experts in the tower lifting and rescue industry. The course exceeds the minimum requirements set by OSHA for the tower erection industry. Description of the course registration: CITCA's Train-the-Trainer program gives business owners the opportunity to have their own
employees trained as CITCA instructors, and allows them to offer acclaimed CITCA training courses as an in-house program, using their instructors at their facility at their convenience, and at a substantially less cost. At the same time, upon completion, their employees still receive CITCA certification,

which is recognised and accepted throughout the nation. Note: All CITCA instructors must first hold CITCA certification in the class in which they are trained to teach. Course Description: This course introduces CommScope In-Building Wireless Solution, its market and technology, as well as specific Coax
and Fiber products and their connectivity. Its intended for entry level partners or anyone who will be involved in the design and installation of the passive system and where the active DAS RF equipment will be designed and installed by others. Study duration: 7 hours Webcast duration: 4 hours 15 min
Evaluation duration: 30 min Registry This course replaces the class connector fixing course previously held by CommScope. This course is designed for new or established engineers to ensure that the correct procedures for fixing the connector are performed. The course focuses on best practices to
ensure quality installations. Study time: 4 hours Webcast duration: 2 hours Rating time: 15 min Course Register Description: Cell Site Antenna moves rapidly towards RRH and Active Antenna, and signaling also changes to technologies, would be LTE. So the cell power site is increasingly moving to fiber
optics. This course will provide a solid and detailed overview of fiber optic technology, the relevant fiber optic solutions commScope, fiber, fiber theory, and testing. Study time: 7 hours Webcast duration: 39 min Duration of rating: 40 min Course Registry Description: This course refers to THE HELIAX
FiberFeed Solution, a solution that provides power and fiber connectivity to remote radio units (RRU) in a single cable. The course goes through the available product options and then moves on to installation. After this, connection queues, enclosures and direct solutions are discussed. The last part of the
course looks at the end fiber doing inspection, which is a critical element of installation and troubleshooting. Study duration: 2 hours Webcast duration: 43 min Evaluation duration: 40 min Register Incidence and cost of PIM is no longer simply a nuisance, is a critical threat to network efficiency, channel
capacity and bottom line profit. This course is aimed at all those who are involved in the design and installation of wireless cellular infrastructures. The course details the importance of passive intermodulation (PIM) and the permanent voltage wave ratio (VSWR), as well as how to measure and mitigate it.
Students who successfully complete this course will be recognized as certified in these two subjects, which are fundamental to the wireless industry. Study duration: 4 hours Webcast duration: 2 hours Duration of evaluation: 15 min Register Telecommunications training program Comstar offers an
alternative educational path to anyone who wants a career. COMSTAR, LLC has partnered with Cumberland University to provide exceptional training and professional development using classrooms and practical training practices. Whether it is fall protection or an appropriate installation, COMSTAR
delivers. Cumberland University is located in Lebanon, TN, about 25 km from Nashville International Airport. Intense programs are designed to ensure that graduates are fully trained and trained for their new career in the telecommunications industry. With 47 different certifications and course offers,
Comstar learns not only to climb, but also build! Register This presentation and certification training provides an understanding of the Ultraweld exothermic welding process, presented as a means of making permanent grounding electrical connections. The necessary tools to make a connection, as well as
the inspection process, are discussed. Register This 4-hour connector training certification is designed for site installers as first-time installers or people requiring a refresh course. The training includes a technical proof of cable preparation and installation of connectors and evaluations of up to 10
preparation/installation parameters. After successfully completing the training, students will receive a certification card. Recording of effective (PIM) requires properly maintained knowledge, practical skills and testing equipment. Kaelus offers a variety of training options that teach Technicians, and
installation crews the skills needed to build and maintain low PIM RF infrastructure. Record certification training courses: ODM's Certified Fiber Optic Test and Inspection course is a concentrated, hands-on training that provides students with the skills needed to install, inspect, test and maintain all fiber
optic systems. Through this industry-specific course, students will learn fiber optic theory, international standards, and the latest techniques for analyzing and cleaning the endface fiber optic connector. An in-depth analysis of industry-accepted dB insertion loss measurements and OTDR principles
complements the curriculum. MDG certified instructors conduct on-site group courses in private locations provided by the client or in a nearby location. We can also make special arrangements for individual students. Classes may be customized according to the closing requirements of each contractor
and will include validation with written examinations and manual instruction. The course certification shall remain valid for two years. Private classes require a minimum of 12 Register Primus students can provide all custom and standard cable assemblies from names you trust in the industry. We can help
you design and produce the products you need and customize the track numbers to simplify the ordering process. Primus offers innovative and practical logistics services that simplify complex processes and add value to each transaction. We will facilitate your ordering process by putting the materials
and delivering them in a single shipment. Primus offers a range of courses, certifications and product trainings to meet your requests. Primus has waveguide cable stored and ready to be cut and pressurized for your specific needs. Needs.
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